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News & Topics 

・TOKYO TORCH/ Tokyo Ekimae Tokiwabashi urban development project with colorful

Nishikigoi carp

・Shibuya Station continues to change and evolve in incredible ways.

・Have a genuinely unique Japanese experience with your stay at MOSHI MOSHI

ROOMS.

・Shinjuku Station is now home to a giant photo-realistic virtual cat.

・Spectacular fireworks display inside the aquarium.

・The Tokyo Metropolitan Government’s Support Program for Arts and Culture is helping

to support the diverse community of arts and culture in Tokyo.

Get inquisitive by Kyoto Higashi 
 Beyond Tokyo's Bustling Metropolis: Where Natural Wonders Meet Digital HANA・
BIYORI 

Pick-up Movies

If viewing browser is not displayed properly, you can also read the contents in PDF.

Replaying the enthusiastic Olympic and
Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020 in my
mind, I’ve been walking around one of the
venues from the games in the suburbs
recently. The area around
Musashinonomori Park, where the cycling
races were held, has already transformed
into autumn. A thriving home to thickets of
autumn trees, this nature-filled area has
long been called "Musashino." People
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from around the globe watched from home
as the world’s athletes ran through the
course surrounded by beautiful zelkova
trees to Okunitama Shrine. Autumn in
Musashino is calm and picturesque, so I
would like you to come and see it
someday. 

Kyoko Higashi / TOKYO NOW Editorial staff 

#Attractions #Central Tokyo
TOKYO TORCH Terrace, which opened
on July 21, is part of the massive TOKYO
TORCH/ Tokyo Ekimae Tokiw...See More 

#Attractions #Western Tokyo
Shibuya Station continues to change and
evolve in incredible ways. The latest
addition to Shibuya’s ...See More 

#Culture #Western Tokyo
Harajuku’s home-sharing facility MOSHI
MOSHI ROOMS opened the latest
addition to its building, the a...See More 

#Attractions #Western Tokyo
Shinjuku Station, the world’s largest train
station, is now home to a giant photo-
realistic virtual...See More 

#Attractions #Southern Tokyo #Art & Design
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Fireworks are a well-beloved summer
tradition by the people of Tokyo since the
Edo period. Despite t...See More

The Tokyo Metropolitan Government’s
Support Program for Arts and Culture
helps to support the extrem...See More

 TOKYO NOW Original Video 
Beyond Tokyo's Bustling Metropolis: 
Where Natural Wonders Meet Digital 
HANA・BIYORI 
Entertainment facilities that use cutting-
edge digital technology are popping up all
over the world, but what if I told you that
there’s a place in Japan’s capital, Tokyo,
where you can enjoy a collaboration of
digital entertainment and the city’s rich,
hidden nature? With just a brief trip from
the city center to,...See More

TOKYO PEACE TREASURE ISLANDS:

Hachijo Island 
MONOZUKURI Series: The Secret Behind

the 100% Natural Indigo Dye 

Witness the construction of Japan's tallest

tower, the 390m tall TOKYO TORCH, and

its 20,000m² outdoor space. The TOKYO

TORCH will fully open in front of Tokyo

Station in 2027.

Walking in NIPPORI Fabric Town  
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Check out these annual festivals and events held in Tokyo. You can see the list of all major
festivals, fireworks, parades, religious events, and other events in Greater Tokyo. 
*Depending on the situation, festivals and events scheduled in 2021 may be canceled.
Please check the official website for the latest information. 
 

Please click on the link below to download the photos, press releases and new opening
accommodation list. 
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